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Dental BiotribologySpringer, 2013

	Dental Biotribology summarizes the latest achievements in dental wear and is designed to help the reader better understand the relationship between structures and tribological properties of human teeth. This book provides guidance on the biomimic design of anti-wear engineering systems based on human teeth and also explains mechanisms...
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Game Development with Three.jsPackt Publishing, 2013

	With Three.js you can create sophisticated 3D games that run in the web browser. This book is aimed at both the professional game designer and the enthusiast with a step by step approach including lots of tips and examples.


	Overview

	
		Develop immersive 3D games that anyone can play on the Internet

...
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Dynamic Methods and Process Advancements in Mechanical, Manufacturing, and Materials EngineeringIGI Global, 2012

	Engineering and design are often a necessary steps for an industry to become effective. Industry modeling can help to bridge the communication gap among engineers and system designers.


	Dynamic Methods and Process Advancements in Mechanical, Manufacturing, and Materials Engineering examines the principles of physics and...
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Nanodroplets (Lecture Notes in Nanoscale Science and Technology)Springer, 2014

	Nanodroplets, the basis of complex and advanced nanostructures such as quantum rings, quantum dots and quantum dot clusters for future electronic and optoelectronic materials and devices, have attracted the interdisciplinary interest of chemists, physicists and engineers. This book combines experimental and theoretical analyses of nanosized...
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Recombinant Protein Production in Yeast (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2019

	
		
			This volume provides an overview of the main yeast production platforms currently used and future yeast cell factories for recombinant protein production. Chapters detail approaches of genetic and metabolic engineering, co-factor containing proteins and virus-like particles, glycoproteins, and post-translational...
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Knowledge-Based Software Engineering:  Proceedings of the Seventh Joint Conference on Knowledge-Based Software EngineeringIOS Press, 2006
This article proposes an automatic generation method of relation matrix for Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM), which is a popular tool widely used for visualising problem structure, problem structure analysis, and decision making. In ISM, problems are divided into sub problems. Then hierarchy relations are introduced into the set of sub...
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A Comprehensive Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming with JavaMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	This book is an in-depth introduction to object-oriented programming using
	the Java programming language. In addition to covering traditional topics for a CS1
	course, some of the more advanced topics such as recursion and linked lists are included
	to provide a comprehensive coverage of beginning to intermediate-level materials.
	There...
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Graphene Nanoelectronics: From Materials to CircuitsSpringer, 2012

	Graphene has emerged as a potential candidate to replace traditional CMOS for a number of electronic applications; this book presents the latest advances in graphene nanoelectronics and the potential benefits of using graphene in a wide variety of electronic applications. The book also provides details on  various methods to grow...
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Fiberglass Boat Repairs IllustratedInternational Marine, 2010

	Step-by-step color photo guidance for repairing and renewing fiberglass boats


	If you don't have the experience of working with fiberglass, any repairs to your boat must be done by high-cost professionals or left undone. This entry-level guide uses full-color, step-by-step photo sequences and line drawings to present you...
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Exam 70-647: Windows Server 2008 Enterprise AdministratorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The newest iteration of the Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC) program for network administration courses using Windows...
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SAS Storage Architecture: Serial Attached SCSIMindShare Press, 2006

	The SAS Storage Architecture book is intended as a tutorial and to serve as

	classroom materials for the training MindShare delivers on this subject. It

	should be considered a companion to the SAS standard, helping to clarify and

	explain the concepts and provide the motivation for decisions that were made

	in the creation of the...
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Sputtering Materials for VLSI and Thin Film DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	An important resource for students, engineers and researchers working in the area of thin film deposition using physical vapor deposition (e.g. sputtering) for semiconductor, liquid crystal displays, high density recording media and photovoltaic device (e.g. thin film solar cell) manufacturing. This book also reviews...
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